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Aurora Program        minutes 
 

Aurora Board Meeting 
April 2-4, 2013 – Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA 

 
Individuals Participating in the Meeting: 
 
Jason Norville, Pennsylvania DOT 
Jimmy White, Virginia DOT 
Gene Martin, Virginia DOT 
Curt Pape, Minnesota DOT 
Abner Johnson, Ohio DOT 
Ron Hall, Kansas DOT 
Tina Greenfield, Iowa DOT 
Mike Adams, Wisconsin DOT 
Jack Stickel, Alaska DOT&PF 
Max Perchanok, Ontario MOT 
Jeff Williams, Utah DOT 
Dawn Gustafson, Michigan DOT 
Mike Chapman, NCAR 
Roemer Alfelor, FHWA 
Neal Hawkins, Iowa State University 
Chris Albrecht, Iowa State University 
 
Chris Albrecht welcomed the attendees and noted that several Aurora research project working 
sessions and a small reception were held on Tuesday, April 2. 
 
I.  Friends of Aurora 
 
Introductions – Jason Norville noted that there were several guests in attendance representing the 
private sector. He then asked attendees to introduce themselves and provide a brief summary of 
their role in the road weather industry. Visitors included Bev and Jeff Edelstein with AmeriTrak, 
Kurt Kinion and Tony Coventry with Vaisala, Laura Goodfellow and Mike Corbett with Lufft 
USA, John Grant and Ralph Patterson with The Narwhal Group, Mark Holland with TE&S, Inc., 
Tom Ogden with High Sierra Electronics, Jeremy Duensing with Schneider Electric, Bill Hensel 
with Boschung, and Scott Jensen with NorthWest Weathernet. 
 
Presentation on Aurora – Next, Chris Albrecht gave a brief presentation on the Aurora Program, 
its history, its mission, and its specific past and present research efforts. 
 
Discussion of Ongoing Aurora Research – Next, Chris reviewed the focus of each of the ongoing 
research projects, while project champions commented on the status of the efforts where needed. 
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Vendor Presentations – Following the discussion of Aurora and its research, each private sector 
entity was given the opportunity to meet with the Aurora Board to discuss/present the role of their 
company in the greater RWIS and road weather community. The Aurora board was also able to 
ask each company questions as necessary. 
 
II.  Friends of Aurora (continued) 
 
Review of Joint Discussion Topics – After a short break, Chris Albrecht reviewed several topics 
that had been raised during the presentations and in recent years during previous Friends of Aurora 
events. He noted that some of the issues had been largely resolved, while others were still in need 
of some attention. These topics included flexibility of RWIS system architecture, data 
warehousing, MDSS, mobile sensing platforms, data validity and forecast verification, sensor 
reliability, partnering opportunities between public and private groups, and market demand.   
 
Open Discussion – A lengthy and productive open discussion followed the review of issues. From 
this discussion, several interesting topics were raised. These included integration/coordination of 
research with private sector research efforts, using an RFI process prior to RFPs, the need for 
MADIS to remain available, and issues with communication between state DOTs and the National 
Weather Service (NWS). 
 
Review of Issues and Future Actions – Chris Albrecht summarized the most important points 
from the discussion, noting that he would review these topics with the board to determine necessary 
actions. Chris and the board members also thanked the vendors for their time and participation in 
the Friends of Aurora events. 
 
III.  Open and General Items 
 
Review and Approval of Agenda – Jason Norville began the formal Aurora Board meeting by 
asking fellow board members to review the meeting agenda. The agenda was formally approved 
by the board as the order of business for the meeting. A copy of the meeting agenda is attached to 
these minutes. 
 
Review of Previous Minutes and Actions – Chris Albrecht then asked the board for comments 
on the draft meeting minutes from the December 6, 2012 web meeting. None were noted, and the 
minutes were unanimously approved by the board. Chris noted that he would post the minutes as 
soon as possible. 
 
IV.   Project Updates 
 
Chris Albrecht provided a summary of the latest status report on each ongoing research project. A 
copy of this summary is attached to these minutes as Attachment A. Details of project discussions, 
including some results of the mini-meetings held on April 2, follow: 
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Project 2007-05 – Multiple-Use ITS Data Collection Practices: Jack Stickel briefly reviewed 
the history and status of this project, also noting that a mini-meeting was held on the previous day. 
Chris Albrecht, who is managing the project for ISU, noted that the project team had held a 
conference call on March 19 to discuss the initial state-of-practice electronic survey of agency 
practices. During the Tuesday mini-meeting, he added, the team refined the survey questions and 
the potential audience for the survey. He also noted that the project is approximately 25% 
complete. As a result of the project discussion, Chris noted that he would revise the survey for 
team review by April 15. The plan would be to have the survey out to agencies by April 30, he 
concluded. Chris also noted that the project allocation was $15,000. 
 
Project 2008-01 – Development of a National Road Weather Testing Program: Tina 
Greenfield reviewed this project. She noted that the overall funding allocated to this effort was 
now $5,000 and that it was about 70% complete to date. As for project deliverables, Tina noted 
that she had created a page on the knowledge base and would be populating it with assistance from 
other board members and InTrans. Chris Albrecht noted that he would coordinate the board input 
and materials already received from WTI in order to have the page populated by May 31. 
 
Project 2009-01 – Summary and Comparison of Agency Experiences with Sensors: Dawn 
Gustafson first briefly reviewed the history of this project, noting that it morphed from a study of 
just one sensor to an overall comparison of agency’s experiences with several sensors. She also 
noted that the project team and Chris Albrecht had developed and distributed the draft matrix that 
summarizes sensor experiences to the entire board. She noted that this matrix included sections on 
how integration was accomplished, an inventory of sensors used or tried, and specific experiences 
with various sensors. It was decided that further agency responses would be needed by May 1, 
with a planned closing date for this project of June 30, 2013. Also, after a short discussion, the 
board agreed to reduce project funding to $5,000. Finally, Dawn noted that the project was about 
85% complete overall. 
 
Project 2009-05 – Further Development of PPAES: Mike Adams briefly discussed progress of 
this effort to date, which is approximately 95% complete, noting that the final report had been 
reviewed by the project team. He asked that the project team have their comments to UND by 
April 15. Once the report is finalized, he noted, InTrans would do any necessary formatting. It was 
also agreed that the board would vote on completion of the project during the next scheduled web 
meeting. 
 
Project 2010-02 – Mobile-Weather Data Collection Guidelines: Curt Pape noted that a mini-
meeting was held prior to the board meeting to work on details of this effort. During that meeting, 
he added, the project team drafted a short white paper detailing Aurora’s position on mobile 
atmospheric data from snow plows. Data addressed included air temperature, precipitation, 
visibility, wind speed, humidity, and road surface temperature. After a lengthy discussion, the 
board agreed to provide further comments on the paper and have Chris Albrecht and InTrans staff 
edit it as necessary. It was also noted that “mobile” RWIS efforts were being conducted in Alaska 
and Michigan this winter, which may provide further insight into this issue. Final, after a short 
discussion, the funding amount for this project was reduced from $25,000 to $5,000. Chris also set 
the project completion status at 50%. 
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Project 2010-03 – Results-Based Winter Road Maintenance Standards: Max Perchanok 
briefly reviewed this effort, noting that he covered the steady progress in detail during the mini-
meeting. The team from University of Waterloo is making excellent progress, he added, with the 
$155,000 research project approximately 80% complete. 
 
Project 2010-04 – RWIS Sensor Density and Location: Max Perchanok then reviewed the 
background of this project, noting that the University of Waterloo had completed the literature 
review, web-based survey, and a preliminary model. Overall, he noted, the research project was 
about 35% complete. Chris Albrecht noted that funding allocated for this effort was $100,000. 
 
Project 2010-05 – Determining RPU and Sensor Failure: Jack Stickel noted that a mini-meeting 
was held previously to discuss where to take this project. As a result of the discussion, the board 
agreed to add sensor longevity information to the spreadsheet Dawn Gustafson and Chris Albrecht 
are creating for Project 2009-01. It was also noted that Jack should send a survey to the vendors to 
get their input on expected sensor and RPU life. Abner Johnson also noted that he would forward 
some information he had been collecting on sensors in Ohio. Finally, Jack suggested that the 
remaining funds could be used to produce a summary of NCHRP 713, if needed. The group agreed 
to hold another conference in late April to push progress. 
 
Project 2011-02 – RWIS Training Tool: Tina Greenfield reported on this effort, noting that the 
project is now under contract with Iteris/Meridian. Chris Albrecht also noted that the project 
funding was increased to $265,000 to accommodate the project scope. 
 
Project 2011-03 – Instruction for Migrating to Open RWIS: Tina Greenfield reviewed this 
project, noting that it had been discussed in detail earlier during the project’s designated mini-
meeting. She noted that case studies from Iowa and Utah had already been documented on the 
knowledge base website, but asked the board to follow-up with any more information in this area. 
Chris Albrecht noted that he would send an email reminder to the board concerning this. Chris also 
noted that this effort was allocated $5,000 and was about 80% complete. 
 
V.   Project Updates (continued) 
 
Project 2011-04 – Study of MDSS Costs: Mike Adams reviewed this project, noting that the 
survey had been distributed to the Aurora members through Chris Albrecht. After a lengthy 
discussion, the board agreed that analysis of the survey should be completed by May 31, 2013. 
Chris also noted that funding for this effort had been reduced to $5,000 during a previous board 
meeting. 
 
Project 2011-05 – Funding Source Identification: Jack Stickel reviewed the scope of this 
project, noting that the new scope includes setting up a knowledge base page, summarizing MAP-
21 details of funding, and creating auto-notification of changes to the site when new opportunities 
are posted. Chris Albrecht noted that he would work with Jack and InTrans staff to set up the 
knowledge base page. Jack also noted that he would send information on MAP-21 funding to the 
team by April 15. 
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Project 2012-01 – Validate the Accuracy of Pavement Condition Predictions from Various 
Sources: Max Perchanok reviewed the background of this effort, which was funded for $100,000. 
During the earlier mini-meeting, Max noted that he had begun to develop a scope for review by 
the project team. A short discussion followed. He noted that he would send the draft RFP to the 
project team by April 30. The goal, it was concluded, was to have the RFP to Iowa DOT for 
advertisement by May 15. 
 
Project 2012-02 – Winter Severity Index, Phase 2: Tina Greenfield reviewed the status of this 
project. She noted that this effort was intended to build on the system originally developed under 
Aurora Project 2004-04. A discussion followed, wherein Tina noted that she had circulated a draft 
guide to the project team for review. She asked that the team get comments on the guide to her by 
April 30. Chris Albrecht noted that this project was about 45% complete and had $5,000 allocated 
for its completion. 
 
Project 2012-03 – Cameras and Operational impact of Remote Road Conditions: Although 
Travis Lutman was not in attendance, Chris Albrecht noted that the project team had been 
coordinating with a researcher at BYU to finalize a contract, which was now in place. He added 
that work had begun, and a project team call had been scheduled with BYU and the camera 
manufacturer for later in April. 
 
Project 2012-04 – Communicating and Publicizing Road Weather and Operations 
information: Although Joe Doherty was not in attendance, Chris Albrecht noted that he would 
work with Joe to develop a revised objective and research scope that would include a state-of-the-
practice review on what states are doing to communicate road weather information. Chris also 
noted that $30,000 was set aside for this effort. 
 
Project 2012-05 – Seasonal Weight Restrictions Demonstration: Max Perchanok reviewed the 
background on this project, noting that details of the draft RFP had been discussed in length during 
the mini-meeting. As a result of the discussions, Max added, the draft RFP was ready for 
advertisement with Iowa DOT. Chris Albrecht noted that he would send the RFP to Linda Narigon 
for final comments and direction on who it can be sent to. It was also noted that $250,000 had been 
set aside for this contract. 
 
VI.   Project Updates (continued) 
 
Project 2013-01 – Fourth Peer Exchange: Chris Albrecht noted that plans for the next peer 
exchange were being made and coordinated with Washington State DOT. The event would be held 
in Vancouver, Washington on the week of September 9-13, 2013, he added. 
 
Project 2013-02 – Transition of Clarus to MADIS: Jack Stickel briefly reviewed this project, 
which was allocated $5,000 in funding. He noted that the effort would include adding missing 
RWIS sites to the MADIS system, updating metadata, and participating in the MADIS Surface 
System web reviews. 
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Project 2013-03 – Improving Real-Time Traffic Speeds for Performance Measurement: Tina 
Greenfield briefly reviewed the rough scope of this recently approved effort, which was funded 
for $130,000. She noted that her preferred plan was to sole-source this effort to Iowa State 
University’s Statistics Department. 
 
Project 2013-04 – Quantifying Salt Concentration on Pavement: Max Perchanok briefly 
reviewed the rough scope of this effort, which was funded for $150,000. After reviewing the 
discussion from the mini-meeting and further discussion on the elements of the scope, Max noted 
that he would plan to have the RFP ready by April 30, 2013. Significant discussion followed on 
the overall scope of materials to be covered by this project. 
 
Project 2013-05 – Knowledge Base Content Management: Tina Greenfield noted that this 
effort, which was funded at $10,000, would likely be undertaken by InTrans as a way to update 
and market the knowledge base. Chris Albrecht noted that he and Neal Hawkins would discuss a 
scope and plan for this effort as soon as possible. 
 
Project 2013-06 – Make Aurora Severity Index Available to Other Agencies: Tina Greenfield 
noted that, although it was recently approved, this effort is now under contract with AccuWeather. 
Chris Albrecht noted that $30,000 had been allocated for this project overall. 
 
VII. Program Administration and Financials 
 
Chris Albrecht reviewed Aurora membership payments since FY2004, stating that all payments 
through FY2010 were correct and accounted for. He noted that some issues with payments for 
Michigan, Alaska, and Utah were the only ones to be resolved still through FY2013. A copy of the 
handout detailing membership payments is attached to these minutes as Attachment B.  
 
Next, Chris Albrecht reviewed the most recent major program expenditures, noting that several 
final project expenses had been finalized in recent weeks through reconciliation efforts between 
InTrans and the Iowa DOT. A copy of the handout detailing the program expenditures is attached 
to these minutes as Attachment C. 
 
Chris then reviewed a summary of the expenses for 2012 under the previous management contract. 
He noted that expenditures to date for InTrans and board expenses totaled $114,695. Both the 
board meeting costs and InTrans support costs were above original budgeted amounts. He added 
that this budget did not include the $9,000 allocated by Clear Roads for the knowledge base 
management by InTrans, so that amount would cover the $6,990 overrun. As for the meeting 
expenses, Chris noted that the Toronto meeting was very expensive compared to past meetings, 
but that this overrun would likely be made up in 2013, since the fall meeting was to be held at the 
peer exchange. Expenses to date for 2013 were also discussed. A copy of the handout detailing 
these expenditures is attached to these minutes as Attachment D. 
 
Finally, Chris briefly reviewed the major tasks he and other InTrans staff had been working on 
since the Toronto meeting, as well as the form that he and Neal will use to track performance 
benchmarks under the new contract. 
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VIII. Member Agency Updates 
 
Each member agency representative in attendance gave a brief review of their most recent and 
relevant road weather-related and winter maintenance activities. Following is a summary of the 
main issues that were discussed. 
 
Iowa Department of Transportation – Tina Greenfield reported that Iowa DOT was utilizing its 
weather-based salt use dashboard for a second season, updating it to the Dundas-based software 
instead of on the spreadsheet developed in-house. Tina also noted that she had added a new forecast 
salt use dashboard that uses the DTN forecast to estimate salt use for upcoming storms. In addition, 
she noted that the traffic speed/RWIS based performance analysis dashboard was nearing 
completion, while they are continuing work with the ISU statistics department on the Aurora-
funded version of the traffic speed study. She also noted that Iowa had added 2 new RWIS sites, 
bringing their inventory, including minis and portables, to 70. The new sites have Axis cameras 
and Wavetronix, plus the Lufft UMB precipitation sensor, she added. Tina then noted that Iowa 
DOT had recently reorganized, which created a more centralized office for traveler information, 
ITS, and emergency management. She added that the Iowa DOT has identified, in their 
organizational chart, that they will be wanting contract weather support for these purposes. 
Currently the contract with DTN is very maintenance-driven, so once the department what they 
need for the new office, they may expand the RWIS/forecast focus a bit more, she concluded. 
 
Minnesota Department of Transportation – Curt Pape noted that there was little to report 
concerning system-wide issues, but did discuss platform options as brought up during the Friends 
of Aurora discussions. Other topics discussed were AVL capabilities on Minnesota’s maintenance 
vehicles and MDSS. He also noted that he now has nearly 100 RWIS located across Minnesota. 
 
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities – Jack Stickel then reviewed recent 
developments in Alaska. He noted that he had recently finished the Weather Responsive Traffic 
Management (WRTM) CITE training course testing the training module. Jack also discussed open 
polling of various ESS devices and 2 new sites to be deployed this coming year in Alaska. He also 
noted that Alaska now had more than 50 RWIS located around the state. 
 
Michigan Department of Transportation – Dawn Gustafson noted that a new effort to build 16 
RWIS towers (no equipment) is underway in Michigan. She also noted that MDOT recently 
advertised an RFP for installation of ESS equipment on the new towers, is installing non-invasive 
utilizing break away pedestrian poles, and will be installing cameras and limited environmental 
equipment at existing signal locations. 
 
Utah Department of Transportation – Jeff Williams then reviewed recent activities in Utah. He 
noted that UDOT has been making a push to expand use of traveler information, adding two new 
positions in this area recently. He also briefly mentioned a new RWIS site near Ogden, 5 other 
new sites being deployed soon, weather sensitive signal timing, solar power, and fiber optic 
communications. Jeff then talked about a UDOT effort to utilize variable speed limit posting based 
on weather conditions. After a short discussion, he also noted that his office had been successfully 
coordinating with the National Weather Service in Grand Junction, Colorado. 
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IX.  Member Agency Updates (continued) 
 
Wisconsin Department of Transportation – Mike Adams reported that Wisconsin DOT is 
scaling back MDSS operations and is issuing an RFP for maintenance services that will cover both 
Lufft and Vaisala/SSI equipment. He also noted that Wisconsin will have 68 RWIS locations by 
the end of 2013. 
 
Ontario Ministry of Transportation – Max Perchanok noted that Ontario had installed several 
new RWIS sites in the few past years and discussed the province’s winter road condition reporting 
system. Max also noted that there were now approximately 140 RWIS located across Ontario. 
 
Kansas Department of Transportation – Ron Hall noted that KDOT has begun upgrading RWIS 
sites that have landlines to cellular communications, since the cellular network signal has improved 
significantly across the state. This transition is creating a savings of almost $14,000 dollars per 
year in communications, he added, and has helped create stability in their network. He also noted 
that a couple of locations that are currently using a 900 MHz radio transmitter for communications 
will also be changed over to cellular. Ron also noted that they have been transitioning from ESP 
RPU’s to Linux RPU’s, since they are no longer able to get repair parts to maintain ESP equipment. 
They should have all sites transitioned to Linux by fiscal year 2014, he added, and this transition 
has helped stabilize the system’s reliability. Ron also noted that KDOT is changing out the widely 
used break beam precipitation sensors across the state, which have proven unreliable, and 
transitioning to the Lufft R2S and the Vaisala DRD11 by FY2015. They will use the R2S on 32 
locations and the DRD11 at the other 11 locations, he added. Ron then noted that KDOT was 
planning to convert one RPU into a full Lufft system. Currently the site, he noted, is operating 
both a Linux and Lufft RPU at the same time. He also stated that the Lufft is using non-invasive 
technology for pavement data, and the plan is to change to Lufft equipment by FY2014 and install 
Lufft pavement sensors to round out this RPU installation. He also noted that they have been 
displaying the Lufft information in ScanWeb since 2012, and they want to test the functionality of 
a ISOCON with a Lufft sensor transmitting through a Linux RPU. The ISOCON is supposed to 
interpret sensor data and transmit a NTCIP compatible data stream, so Ron concluded that he wants 
to see if this NTCIP compatible data stream will produce coherent information in ScanWeb. 
 
Ohio Department of Transportation – Abner Johnson reviewed the latest news from Ohio, 
noting that they are looking at new performance measures that integrate speed data. He also noted 
that Telvent was recently awarded Ohio’s forecasting services contract and that ODOT is soon 
installing AVL on 1700 vehicles to help with fuel and labor costs. He then reported on the critical 
success factors (CSF) initiative being undertaken at ODOT. He also noted that Ohio has more than 
170 RWIS located throughout the state. 
 
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation – Jason Norville discussed recent major issues in 
Pennsylvania, including a change in organization at PennDOT that has moved ITS activities under 
a new area. This is all part of a top to bottom review of the entire department, he added. He also 
discussed their RWIS RFP, performance measurement, and MDSS, and sustainability. 
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Virginia Department of Transportation – Jimmy White reviewed some of the latest activities in 
Virginia, including his role in the organization and how RWIS is being utilized by VDOT. He also 
noted some of the recent trends that have affected their operations and how traffic volumes were 
being utilizes to track winter maintenance performance. 
 
X.   Future Aurora Meetings and Calls 
 
The board then discussed dates and times of future web-based conference calls and the next on-
site board meeting. After a lengthy discussion, they decided on the following: 
 
 Board web meeting on Wednesday, May 15, 2013 (1:00 p.m. CDT) 
 Board web meeting on Thursday, June 27, 2013 (1:00 p.m. CDT) 
 Board web meeting on Thursday, August 8, 2013 (1:00 p.m. CDT) 
 
In addition to the conference call and web meeting, the board agreed to hold the next on-site board 
meeting in conjunction with the next peer exchange in Vancouver, Washington during the week 
of September 9-13, 2013. 
 
XI.  2013-2014 Work Plan 
 
The board agreed to discuss this topic at a later date. 
 
XII. National Initiatives and Partnerships 
 
The board agreed to discuss this topic in more detail at a later date, but Roemer Alfelor from 
FHWA did briefly review some of the recent activities and accomplishments of the USDOT Road 
Weather Management Program. Specifically, he mentioned recent progress with the connected 
vehicle project, the Clarus to MADIS transition, and documentation of guidelines for 
disseminating road weather messages. Roemer also provided handouts summarizing recent 
accomplishments, as well as the road weather management certificate and best practices. A copy 
of these handouts is attached to these minutes as Attachment E.  
 
XIII. Aurora Outreach and Communications 
 
The board agreed to discuss this topic at a later date. 
 
XV.  Other Business 
 
No further items were discussed, and the board meeting was adjourned. 
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Aurora Program Board Meeting 
April 2-4, 2013 

Holiday Inn and Suites North Beach, Virginia Beach, Virginia, USA 
 

AGENDA 
 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013: 
 

 7:00 Breakfast 
 

 8:00 Project Mini-Meetings 
 8:00 Project 2007-05 Jack Stickel and Team 
  (Team: Greenfield, Gustafson, and Pape) 
 8:50 Project 2010-02 Curt Pape and Team 

 (Team: Adams, Greenfield, and Perchanok) 
 

 9:45 Break 
 

 10:00  Project Mini-Meetings (continued) 
 10:00 Project 2010-03 Max Perchanok and Team 

 (Team: Gustafson and Hawkins) 
 10:50 Project 2010-04 Max Perchanok and Team 

 (Team: Adams, Gustafson, Greenfield, Norville, Pape, and Stickel) 
 

 11:45 Lunch 
 

 1:00  Project Mini-Meetings (continued) 
 1:00 Project 2010-05 Jack Stickel and Team 

 (Team: Greenfield, Drobot, and Norville) 
 1:50 Project 2011-03 Tina Greenfield and Team 

 (Team: Gustafson, Norville, and Stickel) 
 

 2:45 Break 
 

 3:00  Project Mini-Meetings (continued) 
 3:00 Project 2012-01 Max Perchanok and Team 

 (Team: Adams, Gustafson, and Pape) 
 3:50 Project 2012-05 Max Perchanok and Team 

 (Team: Adams, Gustafson, Kisse, Lutman, and Stickel) 
 4:40 Project 2013-04 Max Perchanok and Team 

 (Team: Greenfield, Norville, and Pape) 
 

 6:00 Friends of Aurora Reception at Hotel 
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Wednesday, April 3, 2013: 
 

 7:00 Breakfast 
 

I. 8:00 Friends of Aurora 
 8:00 Introductions Chris Albrecht 
 8:15 Presentation on Aurora Jason Norville 
 8:30 Discussion of Ongoing Aurora Research Project Champions 
 8:45 Vendor Presentations / Q&A Vendors 
 

 10:15 Break 
 

II. 10:30 Friends of Aurora (continued) 
 10:30 Review of Top Joint Discussion Topics Chris Albrecht 
 10:40 Open Discussion All 
 10:30 Review of Issues and Future Actions Chris Albrecht 
 

 11:45 Lunch 
 

III. 1:00 Open and General Items 
 1:00 Review and approval of agenda Jason Norville 
 1:10 Review of previous minutes and actions Chris Albrecht 
 

IV. 1:20 Project Updates 
 1:20 2007-05 - Multiple Use ITS Sites Jack Stickel 
 1:30 2008-01 - National Testing Program Tina Greenfield 
 1:40 2009-01 - Comparison of Sensors Dawn Gustafson 
 1:50 2009-05 - Further Development of PPAES Mike Adams 
 2:00 2010-02 – Mobile-Weather Data Collection Guidelines Curt Pape 
 2:10 2010-03 – Results Based Maintenance Standards Max Perchanok 
 2:20 2010-04 – RWIS Sensor Density Study Max Perchanok 
 2:30 2010-05 – Determining RPU and Sensor Failure Jack Stickel 
 2:40 2011-02 – RWIS Training Tool Tina Greenfield 
 2:50 2011-03 – Instruction to Open RWIS Tina Greenfield 
 

 3:00 Break 
 

V. 3:15 Project Updates (continued) 
 3:15 2011-04 – Study of MDSS Costs Mike Adams 
 3:25 2011-05 – Funding Source Identification Jack Stickel 
 3:35 2012-01 – Validate Predictions Max Perchanok 
 3:45 2012-02 – Winter Index 2 Tina Greenfield 
 3:55 2012-03 – Cameras and Remote Conditions Travis Lutman 
 4:05 2012-04 – Communicating and Publicizing Information Joe Doherty 
 4:15 2012-05 – Seasonal Weight Restrictions Max Perchanok 
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VI. 4:30 Project Updates (continued) 
 4:30 2013-01 – Fourth Peer Exchange Jason Norville 
 4:40 2013-02 – Transition Clarus to MADIS Jack Stickel 
 4:50 2013-03 – Improving Estimation of Speed Tina Greenfield 
 5:00 2013-04 – Quantifying Salt Concentration Max Perchanok 
 5:10 2013-05 – Knowledge Base Content Management Tina Greenfield 
 5:20 2013-06 – Weather Index Expansion Tina Greenfield 
 

 6:30 Group Dinner at Hotel 
 

Thursday, April 4, 2013: 
 

 7:00 Breakfast 
 

VII. 8:00 Program Administration and Financials Chris Albrecht 
 8:00 Discussion of membership payments and other contributions 
 8:15 Discussion of program expenditures and contracting issues 
 8:30 Discussion of management contract 
 

VIII. 8:45 Round Robin/Member Agency RWIS Updates All Participants 
 

 9:45 Break 
 

IX. 10:00 Round Robin/Member Agency RWIS Updates (continued) All Participants 
 

X. 10:45 Future Meetings and Calls Jason Norville 
 

XI. 11:00 2013-2014 Work Plan Chris Albrecht 
 11:00 Initial discussion of schedule and plan sections 
 11:15 Review of estimated budget for FY2014 projects 
 11:20 Initial review and discussion of potential FY 2014 projects 
 

XII. 11:20 National Initiatives and Partnerships (5 minutes each) 
 FHWA Weather Team Roemer Alfelor 
 ENTERPRISE, MDSS, NTCIP Curt Pape 
 TRB Task Forces and Committees, ITS America Max Perchanok 
 AMS Mike Adams 
 Clear Roads, PNS Jason Norville 
 AASHTO/SICOP, SIRWEC Max Perchanok 
 Other Initiatives/Groups All 
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XIII. 11:50 Aurora Communications and Outreach Chris Albrecht 
 Strategic marketing of Aurora and Knowledge Base 
 New members and associates 
 Aurora E-news 
 Friends of Aurora 
 

XIV. 12:00 Other Business All Participants 
 

 12:15 Adjourn (Boxed Lunches) 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attachment A 
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Aurora Program - Ongoing Project Status 
March 29, 2013 

 
FY 2007 through FY2009 
 2007-05: Multiple-Use ITS Data Collection Sites ($15,000) = 25% complete 
 2008-01: National Road Weather Testing Program ($5,000) = 40% complete 
 2009-01: Summary and Comparison of Sensors ($55,000) = 85% complete 
 2009-05: Further Development of PPAES ($83,000) = 95% complete 
 
FY 2010 
 2010-02: Mobile-Weather Data Collection Guidelines ($25,000) = 25% complete 
 2010-03: Results Based Winter Road Maintenance Standards ($155,000) = 80% complete 
 2010-04: RWIS Sensor Density and Location ($100,000) = 35% complete 
 2010-05: Determining RPU and Sensor Failure ($5,000) = 15% complete 
 
FY 2011 
 2011-02: RWIS Training Tool ($200,000) = 10% complete 
 2011-03: Instruction for Migrating to Open RWIS ($5,000) = 80% complete 
 2011-04: Study of MDSS Costs ($20,000) = 40% complete 
 2011-05: Funding Sources Identification ($5,000) = 10% complete 
 
FY 2012 
 2012-01: Validate the Accuracy of Pavement Condition Predictions ($100,000) = 5% complete 
 2012-02: Winter Weather Severity Index, Phase 2 ($5,000) = 45% complete 
 2012-03: Cameras and Operational Impact of Remote  … Condition ($20,000) = 10% complete 
 2012-04: Communicating and Publicizing Information ($30,000) = 5% complete 
 2012-05: Seasonal Weight Restrictions Demonstration ($250,000) = 5% complete 
 
FY 2013 
 2013-01: 2013 Peer Exchange ($35,000) = 15% complete 
 2013-02: Transition of Clarus to MADIS ($5,000) = <5% complete 
 2013-03: Improving Estimation … for Performance Measurement ($130,000) = <5% complete 
 2013-04: Quantifying Salt Concentration on Pavement ($150,000) = 10% complete 
 2013-05: Knowledge Base Content Management and Marketing ($10,000) = <5% complete 
 2013-06: Make the Aurora Winter Severity Index Available to All = 5% complete 
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Project Status Report 
March 29, 2013 

 
Project: 2007-05: Multiple-Use ITS Data Collection Practices      
 
Champion: Jack Stickel, Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities   
 
Objective: The ultimate objective of this project is to use RWIS-equipped sites for different types of 
data collection, such as air-quality and traffic; and to use existing traffic and ITS infrastructure as a 
platform for RWIS equipment. The addition of multiple intelligent transportation system (ITS) 
applications at established RWIS sites has the potential to maximize available funding, reduce 
maintenance and operational risks, and produce more robust data sets per segment. 
 
Status: 
 The effort being conducted by Iowa State University will support the overall objective of this 

project by documenting existing practices where they have bundled data collection sensors at 
RWIS collection sites. 

 To date, InTrans has helped develop the questionnaire and scope for the project, as well as found 
some potential case study locations for the state-of-the-practice review. 

 A final detailed scope to accomplish the first goal was approved by the board at their October 
2012 meeting. The InTrans scope was accepted and is now under contract. 

 A project team conference call was held on March 19, 2013. 
 A project mini-meeting will be held on April 2, 2013. 
 Results could be documented as part of the Knowledge Base. 
 
Approximate % Complete:   25   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $35,000 in FY 2007. This amount was reduced to $15,000 at the 

September 2010 board meeting. 
 Project Team: Jack Stickel (champion), Tina Greenfield, Joe Doherty, Curt Pape, Dawn 

Gustafson 
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Project Status Report 
March 27, 2013 

 
Project: 2008-01: Development of a National Road Weather Testing Program    
 
Champion: Tina Greenfield, Iowa Department of Transportation      
 
Background:  This project was first mentioned at the peer exchange in 2007. Attendees noted that it 
was hard to find information on completed or ongoing road maintenance research or find appropriate 
facilities to do testing. After hearing support for a national facility from Clear Roads members, Tina 
Greenfield helped arrange a conference call between members from Clear Roads, AASHTO, SICOP, 
PNS, and Aurora to discuss possible cooperation and coordination on our “national facility” 
projects. This group decided cooperation was beneficial and began working on a draft document 
describing a national test facility. Soon after, the idea of a single facility morphed into the idea of an 
information source which can help requestors of research find appropriate facilities and information. 
A separate “Winter Wiki” project has met the need for finding road maintenance research, but this 
project must support easy finding of appropriate facilities. 
 
Objective:  The purpose of this effort is to provide the winter maintenance community with an easy-
to-use list of testing facilities that may be of assistance for winter maintenance-related research 
projects. 
 
Status: 
 The idea of a single facility has morphed into the idea of a consortium or board of experts which 

can help requestors of research find appropriate facilities. 
 WTI has supplied materials for review that may be used/posted on the Knowledge Base site. 
 A new scope was developed and approved by the board in October 2012. Project tasks are: 

1. Start a Maintenance Facilities topic on the Knowledge Base (due Nov. 2, 2012) 
2. Populate the Knowledge Base page with facilities known by the board (due Nov. 30, 2012) 
3. Link to the WTI report on highway testing facilities, many of which may also function as 

winter facilities (due Nov. 30, 2012) 
 
Approximate % Complete:   40   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 Project funding was reduced to $5,000 by the board in October 2012. 
 Project Team: Tina Greenfield (champion), Jack Stickel, Max Perchanok, Lee Smithson 
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Project Status Report 
March 27, 2013 

 
Project: 2009-01: Summary and Comparison of Agency Experience with Sensors    
 
Champion: Dawn Gustafson, Michigan Department of Transportation     
 
Background: This project was originally established to summarize and compare the Lufft R2S.  
Before this project began, several states had obtained and installed sensors. Ultimately, the team 
decided to proceed with this project as a summary of what sensors Aurora members have installed 
and their experiences with them. Clear Roads has a working document similar to this. 
 
Objective: The objective of this project is to develop a matrix that will summarize different 
agencies’ experiences with sensors used in road weather information data collection. 
 
Status:  
 A comparison matrix was developed and sent to the team for review and revised. 
 The matrix was modified from comments received. A tab was added to the bottom of the 

spreadsheet for sensor types.   
 The team will need to create a list of sensors/vendors that will be included in the initial 

deployment. The spreadsheet was sent to all Aurora members for their input. 
 A final detailed scope was developed and approved by the board in October 2012. Tasks are: 

1. InTrans to resend matrix to Aurora members with note added: survey results will only be 
used as an internal document for Aurora members. Please complete and return by December 
30, 2012.  (start 10-10-2012 / end 1-30-2013) 

2. InTrans will compile the responses from Aurora members and distribute the results before 
the spring 2013 meeting.  (start 2-10-2013 / end 4-30-2013) 

 Comments on the matrix were received from Utah and Iowa. 
 
Approximate % Complete:   85  % 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $55,000 in FY 2009 
 Project Team: Dawn Gustafson (champion), Curt Pape, Jack Stickel, Joe Doherty 
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Project Status Report 
March 27, 2013 

 
Project: 2009-05: Further Development of Pavement Precipitation Accumulation Estimation System 
 
Champion: Mike Adams, Wisconsin Department of Transportation     
 
Objective: The two primary objectives of this project are the utilization of RWIS data within 
PPAES and the blending of PPAES products produced using different observation platforms. 
 
Status:  
 Efforts were directed at re-derivation of the set of EM propagation equations to be used to 

determine radar data heights relative to terrain. This progressed a little slower than hoped, because 
the discovery of an oversight in equations presented by previous researchers resulted in a much 
larger-scale effort as that oversight applied to essentially every equation in the set of propagation 
equations. 

 We have also been working on re-coding the propagation algorithms to incorporate the changes 
noted above. 

 In addition, work to incorporate the Rapid Refresh Radar has progressed, albeit more slowly than 
planned this quarter. 

 UND had requested and been granted a no-cost extension to January 31, 2013. 
 The final report is now under review by the project team. 
 
Approximate % Complete:   95  % 
 
Barriers/Issues: Both of the Joint PIs were behind in their expected progress due to a variety of 
factors. 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $83,000 in FY 2009 
 Project Team: Mike Adams (champion), Jack Stickel, Jason Norville, Tina Greenfield 
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Project Status Report 
March 28, 2013 

 
Project: 2010-02: Mobile-Weather Data Collection Guidelines      
 
Champion: Curt Pape, Minnesota Department of Transportation      
 
Status: 
 A mini-meeting was held in Toronto. 
 After a lengthy discussion in Toronto, the board agreed to let Curt Pape write a short position 

paper explaining Aurora’s position on mobile sensing of weather parameters. 
 Following up to see what happens in Michigan in the winter of 2012-2013 would also be a good 

idea. 
 A mini-meeting has been scheduled for April 2, 2013. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    25   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $25,000 in FY 2010 
 Project Team: Curt Pape (champion), Max Perchanok, Mike Adams, Tina Greenfield, Joe 

Doherty, Gabe Guevera, Li Fu, Sheldon Drobot 
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Project Status Report 
March 28, 2013 

 
Project: 2010-03: Results Based Winter Road Maintenance Standards     
 
Champion: Max Perchanok, Ontario Ministry of Transportation      
 
Status: 
 Overall, excellent progress on this project. 
 Models that predict the safety and mobility benefits of winter maintenance as a function of road 

surface index and weather factors have been completed and presented at PIARC and TRB. They 
reliably predict the increment in safety and mobility due to winter weather, winter maintenance, 
and traffic level; but have limited power to predict the absolute number of accidents on a generic 
highway. Work is beginning to investigate the additional role of highway geometry and 
construction characteristics in improving predictive capability. 

 A database and GIS have been prepared to analyze system-wide impacts to changes in winter 
maintenance performance standards, including bare pavement regain time and surface 
conditions. 

 Cost Model - This work has fallen behind schedule and is at a planning stage; it is in the work 
plan of 2 PhD students and with results expected in early 2014. The purpose is to predict the 
change in cost of providing winter maintenance, with a change in standards or level of service.  
The model will incorporate weather severity, road class or traffic level, service standards and 
maintenance practices, and may include the development of an input-output approach to predict 
the road conditions resulting from a set of practices applied to a road-weather scenario. 

 Benchmarking of Performance Measures - Some additional data were collected last winter to 
compare performance measures based on visual observations (road condition reports), Vaisala 
Spectro measurements and digitally-interpreted video.  Additional data collection was planned 
this winter in conjunction with 2010-04 but the methodology did not suite this project and 
completion was deferred.  An analysis of traffic speed as a performance measure was conducted 
with Iowa data and was reported at TRB 2013 Annual Meeting. 

 A mini-meeting has been scheduled for April 2, 2013. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    80   % 
 
Barriers / Issues:  The partnership agreement for this project ends on September 20, 2013.  Since 
some work is behind schedule an extension or addendum is needed.  
 
Recommendations:           continue as planned 
      X   continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 Project Team: Max Perchanok (Champion), Dawn Gustafson, Joe Doherty, Sheldon Drobot, 

Neal Hawkins, Chris Albrecht 
 MTO funding schedule ends March 31 2012. 
 Aurora funding continues to fall 2013. 
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Project Status Report 
March 28, 2013 

 
Project: 2010-04: RWIS Sensor Density and Location       
 
Champion: Max Perchanok, Ontario Ministry of Transportation      
 
Status:  
 A 2 year contract was signed on September 28, 2012 
 Work completed: 

o Literature review 
o Web-based survey on practices used to site RWIS stations. 
o Preliminary model development, data collection, exploratory analysis and a case study 

for Ontario 
o The current model uses a case study approach rather than theoretical, to identify and rank 

weather and traffic factors influencing winter conditions, and uses them to estimate the 
importance of situating an RWIS in alternate locations. 

o Collection of field data on route-wise variation in snow and ice conditions in Ontario is 
being coordinated with 2010-03 and funded by other MTO work, Approximately 20 data 
sets of road surface friction and video have been obtained. 

 Next steps 
o Obtain RWIS and traffic data from other highway agencies to add case studies. 
o Investigate factor weightings in the model 
o Develop framework for optimum RWIS siting 
o Generalize the model based on a variety of case studies from different areas. 
o Develop a benefits model to predict how benefits from RWIS vary with spacing under 

different geographic conditions. 
 An email was sent to the team by Chris Albrecht on March 6, 2013. 
 A mini-meeting has been scheduled for April 2, 2013. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    35   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: Need to follow up discussions with Ohio and other Aurora members to obtain 
additional RWIS data sets for case studies! 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $100,000 in FY 2010 
 MTO funding of $55,000 for field data collection is proposed as an MTO in-kind contribution. 
 Project Team: Max Perchanok (champion), Jack Stickel, Curt Pape, Dawn Gustafson, Mike 

Adams, Jason Norville, Tina Greenfield, Sheldon Drobot, Travis Lutman    
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Project Status Report 
March 27, 2013 

 
Project: 2010-05: Determining RPU and Sensor Failure       
 
Champion: Jack Stickel, Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities    
 
Background: Determining the life expectancy of ITS devices such as RWIS RPUs and sensors 
would help anticipate the mean time between failures and help agencies plan for funding, 
maintenance, procurement, and replacement. 
 
Status:  
 A two-volume report, NCHRP Report 713, “Estimating Life Expectancies of Highway Assets”, 

is now available from NCHRP. 
 Project 08-71, “Methodology for Estimating Life Expectancies of Highway Assets” is 

summarized at http://apps.trb.org/cmsfeed/TRBNetProjectDisplay.asp?ProjectID=2497.   
 The three deliverables from NCHRP are links from the summary page (also posted on the 

Knowledge Base): guidebook, research documentation and background information, and 
spreadsheet that illustrates the computations used for estimating life expectancies of particular 
assets. 

 A final detailed scope was developed and approved by the board in October 2012. 
 Project tasks are: 

1. Review the NCHRP Report 713 to see how it can apply to the RWIS Sensor and RPU life 
expectancy question. 

2. Contact Western Transportation Institute on their work involving ITS sensor life 
expectancies. 

3. Determine how Project 2010-05 can be integrated with Project 2009-01. Project 2009-01 will 
use a survey.  Although both projects are dealing with sensor experience, 2010-05 is asking a 
different question.   

4. Pending the results of Tasks 1-3, InTrans can perform a literature review (includes the 2-
volume NCHRP Report 213), summarize the results of the literature review, and recommend 
the next steps for further research.   

 A mini-meeting has been scheduled for April 2, 2013. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    15   % 
 
Recommendations:           continue as planned 
      X   continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $5,000 in FY 2010 
 Project Team: Jack Stickel (champion), Tina Greenfield, Jason Norville, Sheldon Drobot 
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Project Status Report 
March 26, 2013 

 
Project: 2011-02: RWIS Training Tool         
 
Champion: Tina Greenfield, Iowa Department of Transportation      
 
Background: It is often the case across states and even within states that winter maintenance 
supervisors or foremen do not have a consistent understanding of RWIS and weather information in 
real-world decision making.  Training may be administered but it is difficult to determine how much 
is retained, whether understanding was reached, and which parts of the training were successfully 
integrated into decision making practice.  Therefore it is difficult to assess supervisor/foremen 
competency and it is difficult to tailor training to their needs.   This is especially a problem when 
hiring new staff or hiring contractors because there are few tools to evaluate their ability to perform 
as required. This project involves the creation of a supervisor evaluation tool which can measure a 
supervisor’s ability to incorporate RWIS and risk management into their decision making process. 
 
Status: 
 This project is estimated to last 3 years. 
 A contract is in place with Iteris. 
 A conference call has been scheduled for April 26, 2013. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    10   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $200,000 in FY 2011. 
 An additional $65,000 will be allocated from FY 2014. 
 Project Team: Tina Greenfield (champion), Max Perchanok, Mike Kisse, Jack Stickel, Mike 

Adams 
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Project Status Report 
February 28, 2013 

 
Project: 2011-03: Instruction for Migrating to Open RWIS    
 
Champion: Tina Greenfield, Iowa Department of Transportation      
 
Background: The objective of this project is to create a do-it-yourself guide for RWIS sensors, 
servers, data bases, web displays, etc. This project concept could possibly be added as an extension 
to the 2009-03 Wiki database project. 
 
Status: 
 This will be done internally by members contributing to the online knowledge base. 
 A new detailed scope was developed and approved by the board in October 2012. 
 The Knowledge Base has been populated with data from Iowa and Utah.  Others may contribute so 

we are keeping it open for a bit longer just in case. 
 A mini-meeting has been scheduled for April 2, 2013. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    80   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:           continue as planned 
      X   continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $75,000 in FY 2011. This was reduced to $5,000 at the October 

2012 board meeting. 
 Project Team: Tina Greenfield (champion), Dawn Gustafson, Jason Norville, Jack Stickel, Mike 

Kisse, Travis Lutman 
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Project Status Report 
March 26, 2013 

 
Project: 2011-04: Study of MDSS Costs         
 
Champion: Mike Adams, Wisconsin Department of Transportation     
 
Background: This project concept was presented as a concern at the 2009 Peer Exchange and 
ranked at #9 among those ideas. The objective of this effort is to determine the upfront costs vs. 
long-term benefits for implementing MDSS systems. Also, determine necessary equipment, how to 
best equip the trucks, and quantify secondary benefits of equipping the fleet for MDSS. Initially this 
project will require a survey of the states.  
 
Status: 
 This project will be conducted internally by Wisconsin DOT and CTRE.  No outside contract 

work will be performed. 
 The initial portion of data gathering is being done internally through a survey. 
 Mike Adams drafted questions as a starting point for this effort. 
 Survey developed July 2012. 
 Survey distributed to Aurora Board September 2012. 
 Chris Albrecht distributed the survey link to the Aurora board. 
 A new scope was developed and approved by the board in October 2012. Project tasks are: 

o Develop survey covering costs of MDSS, AVL-GPS, and manpower costs associated with 
deploying MDSS.  The survey will use Wisconsin DOT’s survey engine. 

o Distribute survey first to Aurora Program members, then to a wider audience using the 
Snow-Ice listserve. 

o Analyze results. 
o Prepare report showing costs for various levels of MDSS deployments. 
o Publish report on the Winter Wiki and publicize results via Snow-Ice listserve. 

 
Approximate % Complete:    40   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:           continue as planned 
      X   continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $20,000 in FY 2011, but funding has been reduced to $5,000. 
 Project Team: Mike Adams (champion), Mike Kisse, Jason Norville, Sheldon Drobot 
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Project Status Report 
March 26, 2012 

 
Project: 2011-05: Funding Sources Identification        
 
Champion: Jack Stickel, Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities   
 
Background: Road weather management programs and Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS) 
can tap into various federal funding sources.  This includes standard funding allocations and grant 
allocations.  These sources are not well known to all agencies.  
 
Objective: This project will compile potential funding sources and approaches that state department 
of transportation agencies can tap to fund the road weather management program. This would 
include funding partnerships, grants, standard allocations, and shared cost opportunities. 
 
Status: 
 This project will involve surveying the Aurora member agencies on the funding sources they 

use, how to tap into them, and the processes they use to secure the funding 
 The resulting document would describe the funding sources, the approaches agencies used to tap 

into funding, and the process they used to secure funding. 
 This may be done internally by board members or through ISU. 
 The new surface transportation program authorization “Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st 

Century Act (MAP-21) was signed in July 2012.  The funding authorization is for federal fiscal 
year (FFY) 2013-2014.  There have been several webinars covering funding eligibility since the 
authorization bill was signed, including ITS America: 

 A new scope was developed and approved by the board in October 2012. Tasks are: 
o Establish a Funding Source section in the Aurora Knowledge Base. 
o Review MAP-21 and reference the applicable funding avenues for RWIS technologies.   
o Provide links to applicable webinars on MAP-21 that cover ITS, RWIS, traveler information 

funding.   
o Establish an Aurora website notification process where members can add short term funding 

opportunities and have this information distributed automatically to Aurora members. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    10   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:           continue as planned 
      X   continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $5,000 in FY 2011. 
 Project Team: Jack Stickel (champion), Joe Doherty, Jason Norville, Lee Smithson 
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Project Status Report 
March 28, 2012 

 
Project: 2012-01: Validate the Accuracy of Pavement Condition Predictions from Various Sources 
 
Champion: Max Perchanok, Ontario Ministry of Transportation      
 
Background: This idea came from the third peer exchange. MDSS of various types have been 
implemented in approximately 15 highway agencies. They combine RWIS forecasts with rules of 
practice, real-time plow and salt records, and other information to predict the current and future 
snow/ice status of the pavement during storms. Successful operations require that predictions are 
accurate. Few if any studies have been completed to validate the accuracy of the pavement condition 
predictions and provide confidence in MDSS recommendations. There is a need to close the loop on 
the "open loop" status of pavement forecasting. MDSS failure can occur for several reasons. First, 
the forecast could be incorrect. Second, the treatment recommendations could be incorrect.  Third, 
the field forces involved in applying the treatment recommendations may not be applying the 
recommended treatment. Understanding which is important to correcting the problem. 
 
Objective: This project would validate the accuracy of the pavement condition predictions and 
provide confidence in the MDSS recommendations. 
 
Status: 

 A mini-meeting was held in Toronto on October 9, 2012. 
 A mini-meeting has been scheduled for April 2, 2013. 
 A draft RFP is ready for review by the project team on April 2. 

 
Approximate % Complete:    5   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: Complex logistics involving multiple MDSS providers and multiple highway 
agencies. 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $100,000 in FY 2012. 
 Project Team: Max Perchanok (champion), Dawn Gustafson, Tim Peters, Curt Pape, Mike 

Adams, Gabe Guevera 
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Project Status Report 
March 28, 2012 

 
Project: 2012-02: Winter Weather Severity Index, Phase 2       
 
Champion: Tina Greenfield, Iowa Department of Transportation      
 
Background: Further work on winter storm or winter season weather indices was suggested at the 
2011 Peer Exchange.  This need was passed to Aurora.  There are already many indices available 
and several agencies are using them operationally. Through discussion amongst the board it was 
proposed that perhaps the true problem was the inability to find or understand the indices that were 
already available.  
 
Objective: Summarize the general purpose and function of a winter storm, winter season index and 
their proper use in understanding winter maintenance performance.  Summarize specific existing 
indices so users can select the index that best fits their agency needs and data availability. 
 
Status: 
 A final detailed scope was developed and approved by the board in October 2012. 
 Project tasks are: 

1. Create a general summary of indices and their use and misuse (due December 1, 2012) 
2. Gather information from published indices and those in use at Aurora agencies.  Compile the 

results in a table with information on index formula, necessary data, agencies that are using 
it, and purpose (due April 1, 2013) 

3. Prepare a short report of the findings and post on a Winter Wiki page (due July 1, 2013) 
 Tina Greenfield has distributed a draft guide to the project team. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    45   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $5,000 in FY 2012. 
 Project Team: Tina Greenfield (champion), Max Perchanok, Curt Pape, Mike Adams 
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Project Status Report 
March 28, 2013 

 
Project: 2012-03: Cameras and Operational Impact of Remote Road Condition    
 
Champion: Travis Lutman, North Dakota Department of Transportation     
 
Background: This idea came out of the September 2011 peer exchange in Montana. Utah DOT and 
a private contractor have developed a low-cost live PTZ camera system to monitor road conditions at 
locations not covered by conventional traffic cameras or RWIS sites. The purpose of this is to 
identify if treatment is needed or not. The outcome is that the local manager can decide whether a 
truck needs to go out or not. The system has had impacts on how and when dispatch is done. It has 
also enhanced road condition observation in rural areas for the purposes of traffic management. 
 
Objective: This project would identify efficiencies gained, impacts on road condition, costs, cost 
avoidance, and document the model for other agencies to follow. 
 
Status: 
 This project is just underway. 
 A contract is now in place with BYU, and they have begun work on this effort. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    10   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $20,000 in FY 2012. 
 Project Team: Travis Lutman (champion), Ron Hall, Mike Kisse, Curt Pape, Gene Martin 
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Project Status Report 
March 26, 2013 

 
Project: 2012-04: Communicating and Publicizing Road Weather and Operations Information  
 
Champion: Joe Doherty, New York State Department of Transportation     
 
Background: This idea also came out of the 2011 peer exchange. Road weather systems are 
designed to meet a broad array of stakeholder needs. Key stakeholders include winter weather 
maintenance operations, first responders, emergency managers, value-added forecast providers, 
commercial trucking operations, transit and the traveling public. Information delivery to this 
stakeholder base may include data feeds, tabular listings, graphical presentations, and weather data 
integrated with other data sources (real-time traffic data, for example). Having an understanding of 
the stakeholder's key operational weather thresholds and how stakeholders make decisions based on 
these thresholds can help transportation agencies tailor a road weather information system program 
to meet the stakeholder needs. 
 
Objective: This research would likely compile the best practices on how road weather information 
is being transferred to stakeholders. In addition, it is important to identify the best method(s) for 
notifying the public/media and operations staff of current RWIS data. It is not clear how much 
information is needed to inform the public and government officials of "current" operations during a 
storm. Research should look at how new operational processes and sensor output can be quickly 
adopted. 
 
Status: 
 This project is just underway. 
 A scope should be completed by the end of 2012. 
 A discussion has been had with SICOP as well. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    5   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $30,000 in FY 2012. 
 Project Team: Joe Doherty (champion), Jack Stickel, Jason Norville, Dawn Gustafson, Tim 

Peters 
 Clear Roads is also a partner on this effort. 
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Project Status Report 
March 28, 2012 

 
Project: 2012-05: Seasonal Weight Restrictions Demonstration       
 
Champion: Max Perchanok, Ontario Ministry of Transportation      
 
Background: Roads and highways with minimal base and sub-grade structure are susceptible to 
freeze-thaw deformation during winter and to weakening during spring. Thaw damage is mitigated 
by imposing load restrictions during the thaw period. Longer than necessary load restrictions impose 
a hardship on the transportation industry, while restriction periods that are too short lead to increased 
road maintenance costs. A balance of interests can be achieved by forecasting thaw depth and 
pavement strength during the thaw period, providing a rational basis for setting and lifting 
restrictions according to subsurface temperature and moisture profiles that are unique to each winter 
and location. 
  
Objective: The objective of this research is to validate the predicted thaw depths and restriction 
dates recommended using the Clarus EICM approach and alternative, degree-day based approaches 
to provide an understanding of reliability of different approaches in setting load restriction dates. 
 
Status: 
 An RFP was completed and is to be posted by Iowa DOT 
 
Approximate % Complete:    5   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: The RFP calls for two phases; planning and implementation.  Based on experience 
with previous RWIS-related projects, a planning phase is needed for literature review and to see 
which agencies have the appropriate infrastructure to provide case studies for the project. 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $250,000 in FY 2012. 
 Project Team: Max Perchanok (champion), Mike Adams, Jack Stickel, Dawn Gustafson, Travis 

Lutman, Mike Kisse 
 TRB Winter Maintenance Committee submitted a proposal for an NCHRP synthesis on spring 

load restrictions.  If funded it would provide useful input to Phase 1. 
 TRB Winter Maintenance Committee will propose a workshop at the 2015 TRB meeting that 

would support this project. 
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Project Status Report 
March 28, 2013 

 
Project: 2013-01: 2013 Peer Exchange       
 
Champion: Jason Norville, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation     
 
Background: Aurora has been actively researching a number of surface transportation weather 
projects while Clear Roads is researching materials, equipment and practices related to winter 
maintenance operations. Unfortunately the information/results sometimes does not reach end users 
in all states or at different agency levels. The winter maintenance community needs to be more 
aware of the research conducted by Aurora and Clear Roads and other research organizations and 
take a more active role in requesting research to meet winter operational needs. 
 
Objective: The objective of this project is to conduct a national winter maintenance meeting to 
share research results from the peer exchanges held in 2007, 2009, and 2011, get updates from each 
snow-belt state, and discuss other issues related to winter snow removal operations. Each state 
would send a representative to the meeting that is most actively involved with the areas covered by 
Aurora, Clear Roads, PNS, SICOP and FHWA efforts. 
 
Status: 
 Just underway. 
 Chris Albrecht is making arrangements with a hotel in Vancouver, Washington. 
 Dates have been set for the week of September 9-13, 2013. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    15   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $35,000 in FY 2013. 
 Project Team: Jason Norville (champion), Mike Adams, Dawn Gustafson, Tina Greenfield 
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Project Status Report 
March 26, 2013 

 
Project: 2013-02: Transition of Clarus to MADIS       
 
Champion: Jack Stickel, Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities   
 
Background: The Clarus System functionality (observations, quality checks, metadata, and spatial 
location) is transitioning to the MADIS System.  Existing FHWA funding will carry the existing 
Clarus System into CY 2013/2.  Aurora needs to materially participate in the transition to ensure the 
Clarus functionality is captured in the new MADIS system. There will be four phases in the 
transition: 

 Each transportation agency’s RWIS network will be added as a mesonet. 
 A metadata interface to add and modify RWIS site information will be added. 
 The Clarus quality checks for atmospheric and surface observations will be added. 
 Subscription services similar to Clarus will be added. 

The initial MADIS Surface Display web site has been established.  No specific Aurora funding 
opportunities to assist in the transition have been identified as of yet.  There potentially could be 
assistance requests or design review meetings.  
 
Objective: The objective of this project is to participate in the transition of the Clarus System to the 
NOAA’s ESRL Meteorological Assimilation Data Ingest System (MADIS) system. 
 
Status: 
 Just underway. 
 Research Approach:  

1. Add missing RWIS sites to the new MADIS system. 
2. Update RWIS metadata through Mixon Hill.     
3. Participate in MADIS Surface System web site reviews for a) how well it captures the Clarus 

System functionality, and b) how efficient the web site operates. 

Approximate % Complete:    <5   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 This project was funded for $5,000 in FY 2013. 
 Project Team: Jack Stickel (champion), Mike Adams, Ron Hall 
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Project: 2013-03: Improving Estimation of Real-Time Traffic Speeds for Performance 
Measurement 
 
Champion: Tina Greenfield, Iowa Department of Transportation      
 
Background: The Iowa DOT is interested in developing a dynamic model capable of predicting in 
real time acceptable drops in traffic speed at major highway during major weather events with 
realistic uncertainty measures. The primary usage of such model is to evaluate the performance of 
highway winter maintenance operations and optimize resource allocation. 
 
Objective: The objective of this project is to develop point level performance measurements based 
on an improved model which can produce real time prediction of traffic speed drops with uncertainty 
measures.  This model will be tested and improved based on traffic, weather, and maintenance 
activity data from several different states/regions. 
 
Status: 
 Just underway. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    <5   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
This project was funded for $130,000 ($30,000 for task 1, $35,000 for task 2, $35,000 for task 3, 
$30,000 for task 4) in FY 2013. 
 Project Team: Tina Greenfield (champion), Max Perchanok, Jack Stickel, Ron Hall 
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Project Status Report 
March 28, 2012 

 
Project: 2013-04: Quantifying Salt Concentration on Pavement       
 
Champion: Max Perchanok, Ontario Ministry of Transportation      
 
Background: Peer exchanges have shown the need for a mobile and/or more accurate surface 
salinity sensor. An alternative is to develop a better way to predict the salt concentration on the 
pavement considering the records of application rate, time plowing, precipitation type and rate, 
surface temperature, traffic, pavement type, wind speed, etc. Road salt management is a key issue for 
many highway agencies that are required to provide safe roads during winter storms while protecting 
the natural environment from excessive exposure to its environmental effects. Critical methods to 
manage salt loadings are by applying the right amount of salt at the right place and the right time, 
and this requires accurate knowledge of how much salt is already on the road before re-applying 
during a storm.   
 
Objective: To develop a better way to build upon and combine previously attempted approaches to 
measure or predict representative salt concentration on the pavement to a precision that can be used 
for tactical planning of salt application rates in advance of and during winter storms.  It should 
consider past applications and timing, plowing, precipitation type and rate, surface temperature, 
traffic, pavement type, wind speed, etc. The pooled fund MDSS initiative should do a lot of this for 
its surface condition and treatment predictions, so this effort could just focus on just what MDSS 
may be lacking. 
 
Status: 
 A project description has been prepared for discussion by the project team on April 2. 
 Budget requested: $150,000 
 
Approximate % Complete:    10   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 Project Team: Max Perchanok (champion), Tina Greenfield, Jason Norville, Tim Peters, Curt 

Pape, Annette Dunn, Lee Smithson 
 This project was funded for $150,000 in FY 2013. 
 This project was given a high priority at the National Winter Maintenance Peer Exchange. 
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Project: 2013-05: Knowledge Base Content Management and Marketing     
 
Champion: Tina Greenfield, Iowa Department of Transportation      
 
Background: This idea was suggested by Tina Greenfield as a way to help populate and maintain 
the knowledge base website with several of the smaller Aurora projects that do not fall under the 
management contract. Periodically, certain road weather topics arise that seem well suited to be 
added to the “wiki” site.  If the information is easily available it can simply be posted by Aurora 
members or administration.  Sometimes the topic requires a little bit of work before a good product 
can be posted, such as collecting opinions from a survey, literature reviews, and other minor analysis 
and arrangement.   Other topics may require regular reviews and updates in order for the information 
to stay pertinent.  For example, information on funding sources or calls for papers may change 
regularly.   
 
Objective: To create a mechanism by which topics requiring extra work can be added to the Wiki. 
 
Status: 
 Just underway. 
 This will likely be done by Iowa State University. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    <5   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
This project was funded for $10,000 in FY 2013. 
 Project Team: Tina Greenfield (champion), Jack Stickel, Jason Norville 
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Project: 2013-06: Make the Aurora Winter Severity Index Available to All     
 
Champion: Tina Greenfield, Iowa Department of Transportation      
 
Background: This idea also came out of the September 2011 peer exchange in Montana. This effort 
would involve making the Aurora winter index available to anyone and extend the length of the 
record from the current period (2002-2008). Another component would be to develop technology 
transfer sessions at APWA or AASHTO.  
 
Objective: This effort would involve making the Aurora winter index available to anyone and 
extend the length of the record from the current period (from now back to the 2008-2002 period as 
well). 
 
Status: 
 Just underway. 
 Tina is working on an extension with AccuWeather. 
 
Approximate % Complete:    5   % 
 
Barriers/Issues: None 
 
Recommendations:     X   continue as planned 
            continue with modifications 
            discontinue 
 
Additional Comments: 
 Project Team: Tina Greenfield (champion), Mike Adams, Curt Pape, Jack Stickel, Jason Norville 
 This project was funded for $30,000 in FY 2013. 
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Member Year Amount

TPF 
Website

Verified w/ 
Iowa DOT Comments

Tennessee DOT 2004 25,000$               no Cash payment through partnership agreement with Minnesota DOT

Sweden RA 2004 -$                     yes In-kind membership

Quebec MOT 2004 25,000$               yes Cash payment through partnership agreement with Minnesota DOT

Ontario MOT 2004 -$                     yes In-kind membership

Minnesota DOT 2004 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Iowa DOT 2004 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Virginia DOT 2004 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

New York DOT 2004 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Pennsylvania DOT 2004 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Illinois DOT 2004 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Alaska DOT&PF 2004 25,000$               yes Cash payment through partnership agreement with Minnesota DOT

Indiana DOT 2004 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Sweden RA 2005 -$                     no In-kind membership

Quebec MOT 2005 -$                     no In-kind membership

Ontario MOT 2005 -$                     no In-kind membership

Minnesota DOT 2005 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Iowa DOT 2005 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Virginia DOT 2005 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Wisconsin DOT 2005 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

New York DOT 2005 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Pennsylvania DOT 2005 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Illinois DOT 2005 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Alaska DOT&PF 2005 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Indiana DOT 2005 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

North Dakota DOT 2005 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Sweden RA 2006 -$                     no In-kind membership

Quebec MOT 2006 -$                     no In-kind membership

Ontario MOT 2006 -$                     no In-kind membership

Minnesota DOT 2006 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Iowa DOT 2006 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Virginia DOT 2006 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Wisconsin DOT 2006 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

New York DOT 2006 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Illinois DOT 2006 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Alaska DOT&PF 2006 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Indiana DOT 2006 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

North Dakota DOT 2006 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Ohio DOT 2006 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Quebec MOT 2007 -$                     no In-kind membership

Ontario MOT 2007 -$                     no In-kind membership

Minnesota DOT 2007 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Iowa DOT 2007 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Virginia DOT 2007 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Wisconsin DOT 2007 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

New York DOT 2007 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Illinois DOT 2007 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Alaska DOT&PF 2007 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Indiana DOT 2007 25,000$               no SP&R funds

North Dakota DOT 2007 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Utah DOT 2007 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Ontario MOT 2008 -$                     no In-kind membership

Minnesota DOT 2008 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Iowa DOT 2008 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Virginia DOT 2008 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Wisconsin DOT 2008 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

New York DOT 2008 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Illinois DOT 2008 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Alaska DOT&PF 2008 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Indiana DOT 2008 25,000$               no SP&R funds

North Dakota DOT 2008 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Ohio DOT 2008 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Utah DOT 2008 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Michigan DOT 2008 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Nevada DOT 2008 25,000$               no SP&R funds
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Ontario MOT 2009 -$                     no In-kind membership

Minnesota DOT 2009 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Iowa DOT 2009 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Virginia DOT 2009 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

New York DOT 2009 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Pennsylvania DOT 2009 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Illinois DOT 2009 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Alaska DOT&PF 2009 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Indiana DOT 2009 25,000$               no SP&R funds

North Dakota DOT 2009 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Ohio DOT 2009 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Michigan DOT 2009 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Nevada DOT 2009 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Ontario MOT 2010 -$                     no In-kind membership

Minnesota DOT 2010 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Iowa DOT 2010 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Virginia DOT 2010 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Wisconsin DOT 2010 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

New York DOT 2010 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Pennsylvania DOT 2010 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Illinois DOT 2010 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Alaska DOT&PF 2010 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Indiana DOT 2010 25,000$               no SP&R funds

North Dakota DOT 2010 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Michigan DOT 2010 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Nevada DOT 2010 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Ontario MOT 2011 -$                     no In-kind membership

Minnesota DOT 2011 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Iowa DOT 2011 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Virginia DOT 2011 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Wisconsin DOT 2011 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

New York DOT 2011 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Pennsylvania DOT 2011 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Illinois DOT 2011 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Alaska DOT&PF 2011 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Indiana DOT 2011 25,000$               no SP&R funds

North Dakota DOT 2011 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Michigan DOT 2011 25,000$               no SP&R funds (no payment received as of September 26, 2012)

Ontario MOT 2012 -$                     no In-kind membership

Minnesota DOT 2012 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Iowa DOT 2012 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Virginia DOT 2012 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Wisconsin DOT 2012 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

New York DOT 2012 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Illinois DOT 2012 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Alaska DOT&PF 2012 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

North Dakota DOT 2012 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Ohio DOT 2012 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Utah DOT 2012 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Michigan DOT 2012 25,000$               no SP&R funds (no payment received as of September 26, 2012)

Ontario MOT 2013 -$                     no In-kind membership

Minnesota DOT 2013 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Iowa DOT 2013 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Virginia DOT 2013 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Wisconsin DOT 2013 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

New York DOT 2013 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Pennsylvania DOT 2013 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Illinois DOT 2013 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Alaska DOT&PF 2013 25,000$               no SP&R funds (no payment received as of September 26, 2012)

North Dakota DOT 2013 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Ohio DOT 2013 25,000$               no SP&R funds

Utah DOT 2013 25,000$               no SP&R funds (no payment received as of September 26, 2012)

Michigan DOT 2013 25,000$               no SP&R funds (no payment received as of September 26, 2012)

Kansas DOT 2013 25,000$               yes SP&R funds

Total Commitments through 2013 2,800,000$          

Less Unresolved Commitments 125,000$             

Total Commitments Less Unresolved 2,675,000$          
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Expenditure Contractor
Project 

Allocation
Invoiced Amount 

to Date Status Comments

Project 2004-01 - Hot Plate Snow Gauge Demonstration NCAR 65,000$               63,632$               Closed Confirmed by Dennis Burkheimer

Project 2004-02 - Laser Road Surface Sensor Iowa DOT 26,000$               25,500$               Closed Internally at Iowa DOT (voucher #008248)

Project 2004-03 - Support of the MDSS Pooled Fund Study South Dakota DOT 75,000$               75,000$               Closed Paid to SDDOT (voucher #095791) on 10/18/05

Project 2004-04 - Winter Weather Severity Index AccuWeather 50,000$               46,800$               Closed Provided by Tina Greenfield (AP contract #9807)

Project 2004-05 - Improved Frost Forecast Model, Phase 2 ISU - Agronomy 35,000$               -$                         Closed Continuation of Project 2003-01
Management Contract (October 1, 2003 to September 30, 2004) ISU - InTrans 104,784$             97,351$               Closed Provided by Chris Albrecht

Project 2005-01 - RWIS Quality Assurance Monitoring System - -$                         -$                         Discontinued Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2005-02 - RWIS Telecommunication Issues and Options ISU - InTrans 15,000$               12,475$               Closed InTrans Project 474-79-80

Project 2005-03 - Mobile Weather and Road Condition Reporting InDOT and Purdue 75,000$               -$                         Closed No transfer to InDOT and Purdue University?

Project 2005-04 - Integration of Road Weather with Traffic Data ISU - InTrans 13,000$               12,201$               Closed InTrans Project (a/p contract 7870)

Project 2005-05 - Using RWIS to Trigger Spring Load Restrictions Ontario MOT (in-kind) -$                         -$                         Closed Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2005-06 - New Road Surface Condition Sensor Sweden RA (in-kind) -$                         -$                         Closed Confirmed by Chris Albrecht
Management Contract (October 1, 2004 to September 30, 2005) ISU - InTrans 101,120$             98,571$               Closed Provided by Chris Albrecht

Project 2006-01 - Support of the Clarus Initiative - 25,000$               -$                         Closed Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2006-02 - Pilot Test of ESS Sensor Guidelines - -$                         -$                         Discontinued Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2006-03 - Update of SHRP H-350 and H-351 WTI 150,000$             125,000$             Closed All invoices received from WTI

Project 2006-04 - Evaluation of Vaisala Spectro Pavement Sensor UND and Ontario MOT 70,000$               66,666$               Closed All invoices received from UND

Project 2006-05 - Technology Transfer of Alternative Inexpensive RWIS - -$                         -$                         Discontinued Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2006-06 - Marketing Road Weather Information in Traffic - -$                         -$                         Discontinued Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2006-07 - 2007 National Winter Maintenance Peer Exchange ISU - InTrans 25,000$               21,055$               Closed Confirmed by Kevin Galloway

Project 2006-08 - Low Cost Mobile RWIS Quebed MOT (in-kind) -$                         -$                         Closed Confirmed by Chris Albrecht
Management Contract (October 1, 2005 to December 31, 2006) ISU - InTrans 104,140$             96,867$               Closed Provided by Chris Albrecht

Project 2007-01 - RWIS Equipment Monitoring System, Phase 2 - -$                         -$                         Discontinued Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2007-02 - Cold Weather Testing of Halliday Road Grip Unit UND 40,000$               39,103$               Closed All invoices received from UND

Project 2007-03 - Incorporation of MDSS into Winter Weather Forecasting - -$                         -$                         Discontinued Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2007-04 - Development of a Freezing Drizzle Algorithm UND 85,000$               80,323$               Completed Invoices from UND through 2/19/13

Project 2007-05 - Multiple-Use ITS Data Collection Sites, Phase1 ISU - InTrans 15,000$               -$                         Ongoing Scope approved
Management Contract (January 1, 2007 to December 31, 2007) ISU - InTrans 89,775$               87,708$               Closed Provided by Chris Albrecht

Project 2008-01 - Development of a National Road Weather Testing Program - 5,000$                 -$                     Ongoing Scope approved

Project 2008-02 - Evaluation of Utah DOT Weather Operations Program WTI 25,000$               25,000$               Closed All invoices received from WTI

Project 2008-03 - MDSS Demonstration in Ontario Ontario MOT (in-kind) -$                         -$                         Ongoing Confirmed by Chris Albrecht
Management Contract (January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2008) ISU - InTrans 92,160$               92,160$               Closed Provided by Chris Albrecht

Project 2009-01 - Summary and Comparison of Agency Experience - 55,000$               -$                         Ongoing Internal

Project 2009-02 - 2009 National Winter Maintenance Peer Exchange - 30,000$               -$                         Closed Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2009-03 - Knowledge Base for Road Weather and Winter Operations ISU - InTrans 20,000$               8,650$                 Closed InTrans Project 474-17-52

Project 2009-04 - Road Weather Education - 20,000$               -$                         Completed Wisconsin DOT Library did lit review

Project 2009-05 - Further Development of PPAES UND 83,000$               65,941$               Ongoing Invoices from UND

Project 2009-06 - Salinity Sensor Improvements and Development - -$                         -$                         Discontinued Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2009-07 - Review of Friction Detection Technologies - -$                         -$                         Discontinued Confirmed by Chris Albrecht
Management Contract (January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009) ISU - InTrans 94,566$               75,042$               Closed Provided by Chris Albrecht
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Project 2010-01 - Enhancements to AI/RWIS CBT AASHTO and GanTek 50,000$               50,000$               Closed Confirmed by Chris Albrecht

Project 2010-02 - Mobile Weather Data Collection Guidelines - 25,000$               -$                         Ongoing Scoping in process

Project 2010-03 - Results Based Winter Road Maintnenace Standards UofW 155,000$             63,816$               Ongoing Invoices from University of Waterloo

Project 2010-04 - RWIS Sensor Density Study UofW 100,000$             -$                         Ongoing New contract with University of Waterloo

Project 2010-05 - Determinimg RPU and Sensor Failure - 5,000$                 -$                         Ongoing Scoping in process
Management Contract (January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010) ISU - InTrans 95,464$               87,556$               Closed Provided by Chris Albrecht

Project 2011-01 - 2011 National Winter Maintenance Peer Exchange WTI 60,000$               56,322$               Closed Does not include payment from Clear Roads

Project 2011-02 - RWIS Training Tool - 200,000$             -$                     Ongoing Scoping in process

Project 2011-03 - Instruction for Migrating to Open RWIS - 5,000$                 -$                     Ongoing Scoping in process

Project 2011-04 - Study of MDSS Costs - 20,000$               -$                     Ongoing Scoping in process

Project 2011-05 - Funding Sources Identification - 5,000$                 -$                     Ongoing Scoping in process
Management Contract (January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2011) ISU - InTrans 97,643$               81,707$               Closed Provided by Chris Albrecht

Project 2012-01 - Validate the Accuracy of Pavement Condition Predictions - 100,000$             -$                     Ongoing Scoping in process

Project 2012-02 - Winter Weather Severity Index, Phase 2 - 5,000$                 -$                     Ongoing Scoping in process

Project 2012-03 - Cameras and Operational Impacts of Remote Condition - 20,000$               -$                     Ongoing Scoping in process

Project 2012-04 - Communicate and Publicize Weather and Operations - 30,000$               -$                     Ongoing Scoping in process

Project 2012-05 - Seasonal Weight Restrictions Demonstration - 250,000$             -$                     Ongoing Scoping in process
Management Contract (January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012) ISU - InTrans 99,827$               71,210$               Ongoing Provided by Chris Albrecht

Project 2013-01 35,000$               Ongoing

Project 2013-02 5,000$                 Ongoing

Project 2013-03 130,000$             Ongoing

Project 2013-04 150,000$             Ongoing

Project 2013-05 10,000$               Ongoing

Project 2013-06 30,000$               Ongoing
Management Contract (January 1, 2013 to December 31, 2013) ISU - InTrans Ongoing

3,271,479$          1,625,657$          
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Aurora Program Management Summary

Year 9 474-17-51

Total

ISU Labor $44,068.72
ISU Travel $6,854.01 Brief Summary of Year 9 (through 12/31/2012)

ISU Other $28,893.86 Budget Actual

Board Meetings $17,399.81 CTRE $72,827.00 $79,816.59
Board Travel $17,478.20 Board Meetings/Travel $27,000.00 $34,878.01

Total $114,694.60 $99,827.00 $114,694.60

Year 10 474-77-41

Total

ISU Labor $11,288.96
ISU Travel $0.00 Brief Summary of Year 10 (through 3/27/2013)

ISU Other $4,438.74 Budget Actual

Board Meetings $150.00 CTRE $71,626.00 $15,727.70
Board Travel $0.00 Board Meetings/Travel $34,020.00 $150.00

Total $15,877.70 $105,646.00 $15,877.70

Note: Budget does not include $9,000 set aside by Clear Roads for administration of the Knowledge Base.

January 1, 2013 - December 31, 2013

January 1, 2012 - December 31, 2012

3/30/2013
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